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Editor’s Note 

 
 
The objective of Journal of European Studies is to publish up-to-date and 
original research papers alongside relevant and insightful reviews. The 
journal aspires to be vibrant, engaging and accessible, and at the same time 
integrative and challenging. 
 
The Journal is proud to complete 35th year of publications. Over the past 
thirty-five years, the journal has strived to contribute to the academic 
discourse. By any measurable standard, our Journal both online and 
published versions has been successful: we have seen a steady increase in 
readership and article submission. 
 
Turning to our current journal issue, we again present a diverse selection of 
articles. Each issue of the journal contains regional spotlights, contemporary 
politics and opinion piece or synthesis of issues, pertinent to the 
management of new policy compliances with regards to different 
agreement. 
 
Most notably, we hosted a solo lecture on a very important issue on the 
GSP+ status for Pakistan and Child Labour by the European Union. In this 
issue we are dealing with the issue of Child Labour in Pakistan and GSP+ 
status with more compliances. We hope to possibly publish articles based on 
the guest speakers presentations, as we believe that the lecture topics is an 
important issue that should be shared with as large an audience as possible. 
 
The first article is focused on the Iranian nuclear programme, its dynamics 
and the European apprehensions. In fact, Iranian possessions of the dual-use 
technology has posed real challenges for the non-proliferation regime and 
stability of the region. The topic is very timely as negotiations between E3+1 
are considered as vital option to persuade Iranian government as deal is very 
much important and loosing it would have an adverse effects upon the 
security situation in the region. 
 
The second article deals with the European Account on Human Rights, the 
framework of legislation and proportionality. The another highlighted the 
judicial system of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) and 
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Courts in the UK as an indicator of the importance of the doctrine. This 
doctrine is broadly acknowledged and commonly implemented notion in the 
judicial appraisal of social acts at the state level, it also has strong ties in legal 
writings. 
 
The third article is based on Toni Morrison postcolonial subaltern narratives. 
The argument of world system theorists, who believe in the domination of 
eurocentrism and its knowledge episteme (enlightenment), subjected 
knowledge dwelled on exteriors as de-colonial logic.  
 
The fourth article is focused on a new horizon for Pakistani products in 
European markets and ecommerce in Pakistan. Recently it has become a 
potential channel and an additional way of selling goods. The whole period 
of pandemic was and now is a redefining era for the European ecommerce 
businesses, when during the pandemic there was no option other than 
online sources. 
 
The fifth article has traced the responses of European Nations at the BRI 
initiative. The complex structure of BRI network and important ramifications 
that effects the EU’s coordination’s with its member states and other BRI 
nations is a focal point of the research. The improvement of the economic 
passages is a drive for further European integration. Since this economic 
connectivity is expected to knit a system from East and the West of Eurasia, 
and can be new financial and economic corridors. 
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